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Library Attitudes to Content Access
• Still very “proprietorial”:

– we need to do more to encourage users to access and use 
content we don’t own/license

• Still very “safe”:

• we need to use the flexibilities offered by copyright 
exceptions and licensing to promote access and use

• Can we do more using copyright and licensing to:

– “build” our collections further

– make our collections/other resources more accessible

– make our collections more useable

– deliver better value-for-money to our institutions



Principal Contention of this 
Presentation Is…

• Libraries, other educational, heritage etc
organisations have, over a long period, 
failed to exploit certain opportunities 
offered by copyright while highlighting all 
the problems

• Representations were made to the IPO 
about certain areas which have led to 
reforms to the copyright framework 
(lobbied for by libraries, and organisations 
that represent them) but we are 
conspicuously failing to use them

Would

you

agree?

1. Why?

2. What do

we do 

about it?

3. How?



Recent Reforms to UK Copyright Law 

Affecting



Copyright: Key Areas of Recent Change

• Existing Exceptions:
– Research and private 

study (s.29)

– Fair dealing for criticism 
and review (s.30)

– Making accessible copies 
(s.31)

– Fair dealing for the 
purposes of “illustration 
for instruction” (s.32)

– Recording and 
communicating TV and 
radio broadcasts (s.35)

– Making reprographic 
copies of extracts (s.36)

– Copying for other libraries 
(s.41)

– Copying for the purposes 
of preservation (s.42)

– Copying for library users 
(s.42A)

– Copying of unpublished 
works (s.43)

• New Exceptions:
– Text and data analysis 

(s.29A)

– Making works available on 
dedicated terminals on 
the premises (s.40A)



Initial Assessment

• Issues

– Some changes do not appear 
well-rooted in law:

• e.g. private copying exception 
(now over-ruled by High Court)

– Some things may be easier:

• e.g. “quotation” change; library 
copying for users

– Some things may be harder:

• e.g. through more extensive 
use of the “fair dealing” test

– Will some changes have any 
impact – in academe anyway?:

• e.g. caricature, parody, 
pastiche?; licensing?

• Challenges

– Taking advantage of some of the 
changes:

• e.g. making copies of AV items; 
making works available on the 
premises etc

– Educating users:

• e.g. may need a more nuanced 
understanding of law – such as 
better knowledge of fair 
dealing

– Compliance:

• e.g. communicating and 
explaining changes; changing 
existing mindsets etc.

























Inter-Library Loans

“If possible, could you shed some light on 
whether the new exceptions mean that licensed 
e-books or e-journals can be used to fulfil 
interlibrary loan requests, even if the contract 
with the publisher or vendor prohibits this type 
of use. Are there any exceptions?”

1. Can licensed e-resources be used to fulfil 
ILLs?

2. What if a contract, or vendor, prohibits this?

3. Are there any exceptions?





Inter-Library Loans

• s. 41 allows one library to copy for another library 
though it is silent on purpose

• and 42A permits the making of single copies of 
published works for individuals under conditions:
– one article in any one issue of a periodical, or 

– a reasonable proportion of any other published work

– a declaration in writing is still required though simplified

– if you charge for the copy then only costs attributable to 
the costs of production of the copy can be recouped

• the section contains the contract override provision

• s.43 allows for the making of single copies of 
unpublished works



Some Points
• periodical articles are clearly covered by the 

section
• what is a reasonable proportion of any other 

published work?
• what is actually covered by a any other published 

work?
• if you charge - what could be included in the “costs 

attributable to the costs of production”
• the contract override provision is available – does it 

apply retrospectively…to contracts already signed 
for licensed e-resources?
– remembering that some existing licences already permit 

ILL supply anyway



Can you supply ILLs from existing 
licensed e-resources?

The Model NESLi2 Licence for Journals



What Can We Do Now With Our Collections 
That We Could Not Do 2 Years Ago?

• Copy sound recordings, 
films and broadcasts for 
non-commercial, personal 
research or private study

• Conduct text and data 
analysis for non-commercial 
research

• Quote more freely from in-
copyright works (for 
commercial or non-
commercial uses)

• Use works for purposes of 
caricature, parody, or 
pastiche

• Use works more easily 
(including online) if for 
“illustration for instruction”

• Copy up to 5% of any work 
not included in a collective 
licensing scheme, in a 12 
month period

• Make works available on 
“dedicated terminals” in the 
building

• Use electronic resources for 
document supply



Recent Orphan Works Schemes
• UK licensing scheme:
• The Copyright and Rights in 

Performances (Licensing of Orphan 
Works) Regulations 2014: No. 2863

• applies to use in UK only
• applies to all categories of work
• for both commercial and non-

commercial uses
• renewable, non-exclusive licences 

of up to 7 years
• depends on a diligent search which 

meets published IPO guidance and 
criteria

• application and licence fees
• a licence cannot be terminated by a 

rightsowner

• EU licensing scheme:
• based on Directive 2012/24/EU on 

certain permitted uses of orphan works
• implemented by The Copyright and 

Rights in Performances (Certain 
Permitted Uses of Orphan Works) 
Regulations 2014: 2861

• for publicly accessible universities, 
libraries, museums, some heritage 
institutions etc

• applies in countries of the EU
• applies to certain copyright works
• for non-commercial uses only
• diligent search required



Just Like Buses…two schemes Came 
Along at Once

• UK scheme came into force on 29th October 2015

• EU Directive came into force on 29th October 2015

– Directive allowed Member States to preserve any pre-
existing domestic OW schemes that they already had 
rather than have to implement the Directive to the letter

– IPO regards the UK scheme as a “pre-existing scheme”

– but there are important differences between the two 
legislative instruments



Are we really using these reforms 
to our users’ maximum 

advantage?!!!


